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Abstract. Multiple series of data were acquired specifically to relate the
number of resolvable cycles across an observation of an alphanumeric
character to enable humans to accurately read it. This has serious impli-
cations for the resolution needed for a surveillance camera to present a
‘‘readable’’ image to a human. We present the theory based both on an
extension of the Ratches/Johnson criteria and Fourier analysis. The
theory is supported by empirical data based on user identification of
random English letters and Arabic numerals. The results strongly indi-
cate that accurate readability (defined as 90% correctness or better) can
be accomplished with approximately 2.8 cycles across a block letter.
This appears to suggest a lower requirement than that generally ac-
cepted for unknown target identification. However, this is consistent due
to the limited dataset: there are only 36 alphanumeric characters, and
the observer intuitively possesses this a priori knowledge. Moreover, the
ability to read an alphanumeric is a steep function of the resolution at a
certain number of cycles, which lies between 2 and 3 cycles. The authors
define a new level of discrimination, ‘‘read,’’which lies between the clas-
sical ‘‘recognize’’ and ‘‘identify.’’ The probability of correct reading can be
expressed similarly to that of Detection, Recognition, and Identification
by using a postscript such as ‘‘Read90 .’’ © 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instru-
mentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1542892]

Subject terms: alphanumerics; recognition; identification; resolution; electro-
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1 Introduction

1.1 Theory

There is increasing desire for surveillance systems to p
vide image content and quality that allows the user to
able to read alphanumerics for positive registration ide
fication. We use the term ‘‘read,’’ rather than the stric
traditional terms of ‘‘recognize’’ or ‘‘identify,’’ because o
the specific meanings attached in the community to th
terms. By read, we mean to be able to properly identif
random English, high-contrast block letter or tradition
Arabic numeral with high accuracy. The set of possib
characters includes only the 26 English alphabet charac
and the ten Arabic numerals in common use in Engli
speaking countries, for a total set of only 36 possi
unique symbols. English-speaking people use these s
bols every day and perform this function many times p
day, changing their perceived resolution by changing th
distance~or range! while attempting to read something
Thus, because this set is not infinite, and people are hig
trained at identifying a letter with minimal cycles, intu
itively it should be possible to accurately identify an alph
numeric character with fewer cycles than it would be
identify an object from a larger, less familiar set.

To resolve alphanumeric characters~or any other target,
for that matter!, the imaging system should not significant
low-pass filter the spectral contents of the image. Know
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the spectral contents of the alphanumeric characters g
an initial estimate of the resolution requirements for t
sensor. Five randomly chosen letters were selected: B
R, Y, and W. The font was uppercase, Times~a serif font!,
nonbold. We used two-dimensional Fourier analysis
compute the spatial frequency content of each of th
characters. The results are shown in Fig. 1. Note that th
is little spectral power above 3 cycles/letter height~LH! in
the vertical direction. Indeed, with the exception of the l
ter B, there is very little spectral power at vertical spat
frequencies above 2.5 cycles/LH. It is interesting to no
however, that there is much more high-frequency spec
power in the horizontal direction than in the vertical dire
tion. This analysis suggests that being able to resolve a
thing more than 3 cycles per letter height is unnecessar
read the characters. Even if there is noa priori knowledge,
Fourier analysis indicates that alphanumerics should
readable with about 3 or 4 cycles of resolution. This m
have implications for machine vision.

1.2 Background

There have been numerous efforts and publications s
the initial work of Ratches, Johnson, Rosell, Gerhart a
others to quantify the minimum number of cycles requir
across a military target for identification.1–6 Based on two-
1© 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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2 Op
Fig. 1 Two-dimensional Fourier transforms of the randomly chosen letters B, A, R, Y, and W.
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dimensional sampling, a high contrast displayed resolu
required for detection, recognition, and identification
given in Table 1.

The Johnson discrimination methodology is the stand
process by which an object is assigned to a subset
larger set of objects based on the detail perceived by
observer. In this methodology, the number of cycles acr
the target critical dimension is used to divide visual d
crimination into criteria levels: detection~knowing that an
object is present!, recognition~knowing the class to which
tical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
Table 1 Generally accepted criteria for detection, recognition, and
identification.

Function

Number of cycles
across one
dimension

Number of cycles
across critical

dimension for two
dimensions

Detection 1 0.5 to 0.75

Recognition 4 3 to 4

Identification 8 6 to 8
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an object belongs!, and identification~knowing the specific
type within that class!.

Johnson originally developed his criteria to discrimina
among various types of military targets: soldiers, tanks,
planes, etc. Observers discriminated between the var
targets, and the equivalent bar pattern frequency was d
mined. Johnson’s original testing was driven by image
tensifiers, but since that time his methodology has b
extensively used for all types of imagers as well. Johnso
experiments and those that followed mainly focused on
criminating large, military targets-those that would be se
in combat operations, often by infrared sensors. This sa
methodology was applied to the ability of a user to re
alphanumerics.

Specifically when considering alphanumerics, Smi7

claims that the following resolution limits are required
photograph printed or typewritten copy: eight line pairs p
the height of a lowercase letter ‘‘e’’ for excellent reprodu
tion ~including serifs, etc.!, five line pairs per letter heigh
for easily legible reproduction, and three line pairs per l
ter height for decipherable reproduction.

1.3 Motivation

Reading and deciphering alphanumeric text is importan
many surveillance and law enforcement applications.
many cases, the legibility of a ship, airplane, or automob
registration makes the difference between evidence an
evidence. Since these registration markings are always
nificantly smaller than the vehicle they identify~e.g., the
cross section of a car may be 531.5 m, whereas each num
ber on its license plate may only be 337.5 cm), this can
become the limiting factor in evidence gathering. Wh
many sensors can detect, recognize, and identify the e
vehicle, typically only sensors operating in the visible
near-IR can see the reflectivity differences between type
paint that makes alphanumeric text visible.

As high-end IR and electro-optical~EO! sensors move
from purely military to paramilitary~customs service, bor
der patrol! and police applications~airborne, and even
ground-based for traffic control!, they are required to do
more than simply detect, recognize, and identify targe
They are required to provide evidence for law enforceme
and positive identification for military targeting and trac
ing. Moreover, urban conflicts as recently experienced
Israel, NATO forces in Bosnia, and U.S. antiterrorist forc
often require locating and tracking vehicles by registrati
In this new paradigm, infrared or wide field-of-view E
sensors are used to detect, recognize, and identify tar
while narrow field-of-view EO sensors operating in the v
ible or near-IR are required to gather alphanumeric data
evidentiary and pursuit purposes. These sensors ca
standard CCD television cameras, intensified CCDs, lo
light CCDs, or active television systems.8,10

Compared to the vast amount of literature on classifi
tion of military targets, there is little data available on t
resolution requirements for alphanumeric readability. P
viding data on the resolution requirements is crucial
systems analysis and design of narrow field-of-view E
systems used to gather this information. Since systems
gineers must often trade the competing requirements of
row field-of-view ~which provides high spatial resolution!
with a wider field-of-view~which provides more contextua
s
r-

o
-

e

f
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e

-
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information, as well as an easier control for pointab
and/or stabilized systems!, it is important to know how
many cycles must be resolved across alphanumeric cri
dimensions to ensure readability.

The purpose of this work is to determine the resoluti
requirements needed to discriminate between different
phanumeric characters. This should be considered the li
of decipherability: at the ‘‘read’’ limit, characters are diffi
cult to see and it is not possible to resolve serifs, discrim
nate between different types of fonts, etc.

1.4 Assumptions

We are concerned with the 26-letter English alphabet
the 10-number Arabic numeral set. Note that the Engl
alphabet~as well as several others! is derived from the
Greek alphabet, which contains 24 characters. Results
any of these character sets, assuming the observer is fl
in that set, should be similar.

In contrast, the resolution requirement for classifying t
thousands of disrete symbols in some eastern languag
likely different than that for classifying Greek, English, o
other western European alphabets.

The data in our tests are based on a human’s ability
interpret an image captured by an electro-optical sen
There is no contrast enhancement employed or autom
character recognition software, although one would exp
that these could greatly improve results. Merely, the ima
is displayed or printed for a human to comfortably vie
and attempt to interpret based on their life experience. In
cases, the humans know that they are viewing an alpha
meric. Common nonletter language symbols such as @
1, and punctuation were not part of this study.

It is always assumed that users are allowed to change
image magnification by altering the distance from th
head to the display or paper to optimize perception ba
on their eyes and the displayed media.

Some alphanumeric characters are easier to disting
from others. For example, it is harder to distinguish b
tween an F and an E or an O and a Q than it is a 1 and a W.
Specific pairings such as these were not considered, an
expected to be part of a future study. Except in some r
legal cases, the confusion of one letter from a specific ot
letter is not thought to be of serious concern, as the re
tration of a vessel consists of multiple characters. If one
read six out of eight characters, there is a good chance
the correct registration can be determined.

The data for this research consisted of random
quences of alphanumerics, as the impetus was on b
able to read registration, which frequently consists of su
In all cases, the targets were random characters, not c
plete words. One could assume that reading common wo
or numbers would require even fewer cycles, as one o
needs to read a majority of the letters in a word to read
word. For example, reading a known word should be ea
as it requires fewer correctly identified letters to identify
word ~e.g., the reader of this probably knows what w
mean if he or she sees ‘‘Alph num ric,’’ although two lette
are missing!.

This is different from the task of automatically classif
ing well-resolved characters, for example, in handwriti
recognition or optical character recognition~OCR!. In those
cases, resolution is not the issue. The issue is automa
3Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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the human character recognition process so it can be
formed effectively by a computer.

2 Methodology, Field Tests, and Results

2.1 Over-Sampled Images

A simple laboratory test was conducted to determine
resolution requirements for alphanumeric readability.
alphanumeric target was created and printed with a la
printer ~Fig. 2!. This target had the randomly chosen lette
B, A, R, Y, and W. The letters were repeated with the f
lowing font combinations~top to bottom!: Helvetica~a sans
serif font! regular and bold, and Times~a serif font! regular
and bold. Beside each character group are five bar patt
corresponding to 2, 2.5, 3, 4, and 5 cycles per chara
height. Note that we used vertical resolution~corresponding
to a character’s height!, and not horizontal resolution~cor-
responding to its width!. All the characters in this image ar
of the same height, while their width varies significan
depending on the letter~i.e., A is much narrower than W!.

The target was mounted on a wall of the laborato
Approximately 6 m away, a commercial zoom CCD bloc
camera~a Sony FCB-IX470! was used to videotape th
target board. The camera’s autofocus feature was turned
The camera’s analog Y-C video was recorded using a S
MiniDV digital tape recorder. Still frames were acquire
with an analog frame grabber. Note that the particulars
the camera, VCR, and frame grabber selection are not
ticularly significant. This is because the bars are printed
the same target board as the letters, so any MTF los
apparent in both the bars and the characters. The z
position of the camera was adjusted until each of the
groups of horizontal bars could be barely resolved~the ver-
tical bars were not used!. Video was recorded and on
frame from each zoom position was captured.

The results of this test are shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3~a!
shows the case in which 2 cycles per letter height~LH!
could be resolved on the laboratory monitors~note that the
reolution is further degraded by the frame capture a
printing process!. Clearly, the text is illegible. Figure 3~d!
shows the letters with 4 cycles/LH resolution. At this res
lution, the letters are very easily legible with no ambigui
Finally, Figs. 3~b! and 3~c! show the target at approxi
mately 2.5 cycles/LH and 3 cycles/LH, respectively. At 2
cycles/LH @Fig. 3~b!#, the letters are mostly legible. Som
errors are still possible—for example, the B might be tak
for an 8, particularly with the regular Times font~third
from top!. However, by 3 cycles/LH@Fig. 3~c!#, all the

Fig. 2 Alphanumeric target board.
4 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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letters in all font combinations are clearly legible. This te
was repeated outdoors in field trails with similar results

2.2 Pixilated Images

In cooperation with the Air Force Research Laboratories
Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico, we conducted tes

Fig. 3 Images of the target board at various approximate resolu-
tions: (a) 2 cycles/letter height (LH), (b) 2.5 cycles/LH, (c) 3 cycles/
LH, and (d) 4 cycles/LH.
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of reflecting monochrome 810 nm light off target board
The target boards consisted of white block letters pain
on a battleship-gray background. The letters were 1
30.8, and 45.7 cm in height. As mentioned before the he
of the characters was held constant but the width va
slightly from one character to another. A sunlit example
shown in Fig. 4.

We digitally acquired data using a Graflex variable foc
length lens assembly, PixelVision Camera, and comp
frame grabber at various ranges using several focal leng
This provided us with a multitude of pixels across t
height. The letters were illuminated with monochrome la
light of varying brightness. All of the data presented he
were with highly illuminated targets, and the images are
of high brightness and easily readable from a signal
noise perspective, so the brightness is not a variable he
has been well known that contrast and noise can affect
ability to discern a target and these results will be differ
for low-contrast images.

A high-contrast printed version of these images was g
erated~Fig. 5 is an example!, and 50 people~who were not
part of the experiment! were asked to identify a series o
alphanumeric characters with various number of pix
across the height. The printed test sheets resulted in var
pixels across the height of the target, randomly oriented
to where the pixel began. This is a key point: no attem
was made to align the camera for optimal pixel phasi
and thus the Kell factor applies~see next!. The human sub-
jects consisted of a random sample across FLIR Syste
Kirtland Air Force Base, and others. All had English
their first language. None of these people were given ana
priori knowledge of the alphanumerics~other than it was
an English alphabet letter or numeral! and none were in-
volved in the field tests or knew what the target boa
looked like. The respondents were instructed to only gu
at one letter. A few guessed that it might be one of t
alphanumerics~e.g., they indicated that it was either a C or
a O!; these were considered incorrect readings. Whe
respondent left a blank~failed to guess at the alphanu
meric!, it was also considered an incorrect reading.

The results of this survey are presented in Fig. 6. Th
results are for pixilated, undersampled images. The th
curves are for the three unique alphanumerics the sub
were required to identify, knowing only that they were e
ther a letter or a numeral. Generally, all the alphanume
that we requested the subjects to read fell into sim
curves, although the authors concede that there would
certain combinations of letters that required more or l
resolution to identify.

Consistent with previous studies of military targets, t
curve is generally an S curve. It is interesting to note
steepness of the curve between two and three cycles.
suggests that there is either a psychophysical human
sponse, or an inherent structure of English letters, cont
uting to the results~or both!. At a critical resolution~around
three cycles!, identifying alphanumerics becomes ea
while one cycle of less resolution makes this task very d
ficult and inaccurate. It is not a linear function. Obvious
it is easy to discriminate between diverse characters suc
Q and I with few cycles across them, representing the lo
part of the S curve. Likewise it is much more difficult t
,
t

r
.

It

s

,

s

e

s
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s

discriminate between Q and O, and requires a much gre
resolution, representing the top plateau of the S curve.

The data of Fig. 6 were corrected to yield cycles acro
target by multiplying the spatial frequency by 0.7, the we
documented Kell9 factor accounting for losses for conver
ing pixilated still images to oversampled video images. T
Kell factor is used because although two samples theo
cally can perfectly sample a sinusoid, the output is heav
dependent on phase. In the worst case the sinusoid is c
pletely missed, whereas with three samples, the sinuso
well sampled regardless of the sample phase~see Fig. 7!.

3 Conclusions

Our results indicate that 2.5 cycles/LH is sufficient for d
cipherability, and that at a resolution of 3.0 cycles/LH t
text is easily readable.

Both the over-sampled and under-sampled results
surprisingly consistent, as they both indicate that it is p

Fig. 4 Example of alphanumerics use for pixilated tests.

Fig. 5 Example of a ‘‘pixilated E.’’ This example has eight pixels
across the height or four cycles.
5Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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sible to read English alphanumerics with high accura
with approximately 2.5 to 3.0 cycles across the height
the alphanumeric.

Additional resolution makes the reading more pleas
and potentially less fatiguing, but not significantly mo
accurate. Conversely, less resolution makes the reading
most impossible. Slight increases or decreases in resolu
outside of the critical resolution zone~two to three cycles!
matter little to final results.

When considering alphanumerics, the authors wo
suggest that an additional criterion be established and u
which lies between the classic ‘‘recognize’’ and ‘‘identify,
and is termed ‘‘read90.’’ It is implied that this criteria sig-
nifies a 90% positive knowledge of an alphanumeric ch
acter in the native language of a literate observer. The 9
threshold puts it above the critical resolution for most let
combinations~able to correctly identify a C from an O! and
requires about three cycles or six pixels on a character
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